A SUMMER FILLED WITH GUESTS
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Picasso’s collaboration with other systems helps get you a packed hotel!
Picasso is constantly being developed with the aim to facilitate the path towards full occupancy at
the right prices.
Besides Picasso's many own functions play Picasso also with a wide range of applications that can
help increase your reach and save time on administration.
YP Intelligence
YP Intelligence is also known as Yield Planet is now used by 115 hotels in integration with Picasso.
Picasso receive reservations from YP Intelligence, and you can set prices, availability and restrictions
directly from Picasso in YP Intelligence Channel Manager and on to Booking.com, Hotels.com,
Trivago and 600 other channels.
Read more on Yield Planet or Techotels website or write to Rasmus on ra@via-system.dk
Improve

Prisexample:
YP Intelligence
A hotel with 20 rooms
From E 130.00
Per months exc. VAT

Improve is also known as Loopon, is a customer feedback management system that can help you
gain insight into your customers' wants and needs, and thus the possibility of optimizing the
company.
Read more on Loopon or write to Kashif on kah@techotel.dk
Revinate
Revinate is the world's most widely used marketing tool that helps target and optimize your contact
with the customer.
Read more at Revinate or write to Klaus on ka@techotel.dk
and many other features that help you in your everyday working life

The First User meeting Is Held
The first of our two user meetings in 2016 took place in Aarhus on June 9
on Marselis Hotel.
Participants were given a review of the functions and asked many good
questions and suggestions as TECHOTEL has brought home to the
development department.
We would like to thank the participants for a pleasant and informative day.
User Meeting no. 2 takes place in
Copenhagen d. 30 sept. 2016 pm. 9 to 15.30
There will be served breakfast, lunch and coffee and the price is
350, -DKK / person. - Denmark's cheapest Picasso Education.
Registration and more information:
re@techotel.dk

Split bills in the box
Now you can split the bill up in the box for more customers who want to split the bill, share some of the bill or pay separately.
When you press the "split AMOUNT" on either Sales or Tables in the cashier module, so appears the box where you can enter how many bills folioen be split
up

Tips & Tricks:
When you check out , write in the lower box Total
no. Bills the total number you want to share the
total up .
In the top field No. Bills now enter the number of
bills you initially want to process payment . A similar
number of folios will be created.

Select the transactions you want to split and click the bill split. As shown below, formed only one tab to the total
order and subsequent tabs for each division . If you click on the plus corresponding to each product you can see
additional information about the split.
Below you see the rose wine is ordered joint and paid 50 % of each.
In return, the guest who have eaten guinea fowl even for this .

News In Picasso 8.3
Improved online meeting booking

Digital meeting confirmations to multiple emails

New Arrival Plan

Improved performance / speed

OTA verse . 2: send prices and availability from Picasso to
YPI

New online calendar

AutoDetect Mobile / Online Gold

New Mobile Booking with pictures and new calendar

Excel import of name lists
New online design

Multiple digital auto - reports and mails

Picasso developed constantly. We have now reached version 8.3 with many new
features. Attached list
of several of our new features.
You get as Picasso use the new features with free, once you've updated your
system. We invoice,
however, one hour of work for the upgrade.
Grasp one of our skilled consultants if you want to hear more or upgrade to 8.3.
Here you can book lessons for the new features.

Russell Court Hotel
Russell Court Hotel are a lively, centrally located, budget friendly hotel in the heart of bustling Harcourt Street.
We’re are also a stone’s throw away from Grafton street and St. Stephens green with Temple bar located a short stroll away.

Baldoyle Training Centre
Hotel Bredal Kro er en moderne kro fyldt med gamle traditioner og stemning samt et fokus på gastronomien.
Kroen har valgt Picasso med både Online og Mobile til at sælge deres værelser, samt YP Intelligence til management af deres kanaler.

Hotel Bredehus
Hotel Bredehus is a small village hotel located surrounded by beautiful nature , in Bredsten middle of Vejle river valley , and offers facilities
for both accommodation , conferences and events. The hotel has chosen to use Picasso and Picasso online and YP Intelligence to the
management of their channels
If you have further questions for us about Picasso or YPI channel manager so feel free to contact us . We wish you a wonderful summer and
look forward to hearing from you.

Yours Sincerely

AK Techotel

